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CoActiv Debuts Major Enhancements to EXAMPACS at RSNA 2012
The Associated Press
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov 16, 2012--CoActiv (Booth # 7303), the
digital medical imaging innovator, announces a broad range of introductions and
enhancements to its EXAM-PACS ®, EXAM-RIS ® and cloud-based digital archiving
family at the RSNA 2012 conference in November.
At RSNA, CoActiv brings important new functionality to its zero-footprint web-based
EXAM-BROWSER ® with real-time, multi-user collaboration and 3D reconstruction
on-the-fly. “With the new browser, multiple users can now review an image
simultaneously, collaborate, and offer second opinions as needed--with no preplanning. This steps up the speed and quality of patient care, with a broader range
of experts able to confer on a case in less time,” says Ed Heere, president and CEO
of CoActiv. As 3D imaging grows in importance, CoActiv leads the field as one of the
first PACS solutions to offer this sophisticated image review anytime and anywhere
on a mobile device. The browser, which is seamlessly integrated into EXAM-PACS as
well as available with most other PACS products, enables image viewing on a full
range of platforms and mobile devices including the iPhone, iPad, Kindle Fire and
Android phones.
Long in the forefront of advanced technology, EXAM-PACS also provides support for
such leading edge features as viewing and archiving of Hologic new C-View 3D/2D
tomosynthesis images. With the growing importance of this 3D breast screening
technique, C-View automatically extracts 2D breast images from 3D renderings,
eliminating the need for a second exam, thus significantly reducing radiation
exposure. EXAM-PACS can archive both representations in the same patient file for
instant review.
As cloud-based digital imaging grows in importance, CoActiv also introduces
expanded service and pricing options for its new EXAM-CLOUD ® /EXAM-VAULT ®
extended time archiving. Choices range from complete medical image
management, storage and sharing on CoActiv’s secure cloud to very affordable,
disaster recovery and ultra-reliable data back-up. “CoActiv is committed to offering
options that support every site’s workflow and budget to ensure that all customers
can enjoy the benefits of a cloud solution that’s right for their practice,” says Heere.
CoActiv has long been committed to providing leading edge technology at a truly
affordable price to make the best of digital imaging available to all medical
facilities, whatever their size or setting. “With these introductions,” comments
Heere, “CoActiv continues this commitment and at the same time reinforces its
growth initiatives with an increasingly technology-forward product line for its
expanding list of resellers and distributors across the country. At CoActiv, today’s
focus on leveraging technology for the benefit of patient care and to make the most
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of shrinking healthcare dollars is nothing new. It is consistent with CoActiv’s
ongoing philosophy, and we look forward to a bright future even during these
challenging times.” About CoActiv CoActiv Medical ® is a leading healthcare
software and IT systems provider offering a full line of PACS, digital image and data
storage services and related solutions for hospitals, imaging facilities and medical
practices of all sizes. CoActiv’s EXAM-PACS ® family of web-based PACS solutions
provide leading edge, affordable and scalable image management with
sophisticated tools that cater to the needs of radiologists as well as a full range of
other imaging specialists. Available as both enterprise server-based and cloudbased solutions, EXAM-PACS is designed for easy integration into imaging facilities
of any size. Comprised of modular software components, EXAM-PACS enable any
site to customize a solution to meet their specific needs and budgets or to add
advanced functionality to an existing PACS solution. EXAM-PACS includes EXAMFILER ® CD-burning solution; vendor-neutral, cloud-based HIPAA-compliant,
offsite/online EXAM-CLOUD ™ QUAD-REDUNDANT ARCHIVING ®; EXAM-VAULT ®
disaster recovery; patent-pending EXAM-SENDER ® referring physician system;
EXAM-3D ® advanced, multi-modular 3D color reconstruction and visualization;
EXAM-NET ™ teleradiology suite and EXAM-BROWSER ®, a revolutionary fully cloudbased, zero-footprint universal DICOM viewer that enables anywhere, anytime
review of medical images on any PACS from any platform, including iPhone, iPad,
and all Android and other tablets and smartphones. EXAM-PACS includes such
premium features as support for breast specific gamma imaging (BSGI) and storage
of non-DICOM data such as prescriptions, reports and surgical plans in patient files.
Complementing this is CoActiv’s family of EXAM-RIS ® solutions scaled for imaging
facilities of every size site and budget. Contact CoActiv at (877) 262-2848;;.
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